ASSOCIATED RACK CORPORATION

Quality, Custom Designed
RACKS, BASKETS, CARTS, AND ALL METAL FABRICATION

Protective Coatings
Plastisol, Halar, Teflon, Polyethylene

Supplies and Equipment
Anode Baskets, Anode Bags, Titanium Fixtures, Auxiliary Anodes

For Plating, Powder Coat, E Coat, Paint, Printed Circuits, Vacuum Deposition, Anodizing, and Manufacturing

"The Right Start to a Perfect Finish"

WWW.ASSOCIATEDRACK.COM
Phone - 615 288-4204  Fax - 615 288-4573  EMail - ARCRacks@associatedrack.com
Design Capabilities

ARC "Sales Engineers", are knowledgeable and experienced in processing methods and can design custom tools to optimize your equipment's capabilities. In combination with maximizing space utilization and loading/unloading efficiencies, ARC will respond to your request with a precision-built prototype for testing. Upon your approval, ARC will commit to a firm delivery date.

Manufacturing Facilities

With production facilities strategically located in 7 major U.S. industrial centers, your product is manufactured at an ARC facility near you. On those occasions when you need delivery "yesterday", we have the flexibility to produce at several of our facilities or shift additional personnel to the ARC plant nearest you. Our centralized purchasing system means that there are materials readily available at all locations.

Services

Providing you with personalized service is our highly-regarded sales force. "Field engineer" is a better description. They are knowledgeable of processes, metals, and the problems you may encounter. They are not hesitant to climb onto your equipment to get a close look at a problem area or to take some needed measurements. And, they don’t drive sedans. They’ll arrive at your plant in a pick-up truck so they can personally transport your parts and items to be rebuilt. This can save valuable time and shipping costs. It won’t be long before you realize "an ARC sales engineer is a person you can rely on."

Value

Thousands of companies, who are now our customers, prove that ARC means value. When you contact your nearest ARC location you can begin to experience the combination of service, quality, and value as only we provide. Then you can relax with the peace of mind knowing that you have selected the best.

Call now to speak with a facility near you;

615 288-4204
Printed Circuit Board Plating and Processing

- Plating Racks
- Halar Coated Basket
- Thumb Screws
- Oxide Basket
- Board Transport Cart
- Adjustable Plating Rack
- Ceramic Circuit Plating Rack
Powder, Electro Coat, and Paint

- E Coat
- Large Component Frames and Carriers
- Adjustable Frames for Flexibility
- Stackable Powder Racks
- Paint Automotive Components
- E Coat Microwave Housing
- Rotating Powder Coat
- Powder Rack Storage Carts
Titanium and Anodizing

- Titanium Disc
- Split Finger
- Titanium Stepped Small Part
- Titanium Fasteners
- Titanium Fishbone
- Coated Aluminum Pin
- Auxiliary Anodes Coated with Platinum or Iridium Oxide
- Titanium Heating and Cooling Coils
- Non Metallic Anodizing Clamps
- Titanium Anode Baskets
Custom Designed Baskets and Trays

- SS Locking Lid
- SS Fine Mesh Ultrasonic
- SS Custom Designs
- SS Spin Drying
- Plastic Dipping
- CPVC Stackable Storage
- Expanded Steel Skid Lift
- Expanded Steel Stackable
Additional Tooling and Designs

- Silver Graphite Anodic Interface For Rotating Internal Anode
- Machined Teflon with Neoprene Gaskets for Selective Phosphate
- Rectifier Buss Bars
- Optical Lens Coating Carrier
- Phosphating
- Vacuum Coating Headlight Housings
- Vacuum Coating Plumbing
Additional Supplies

*All Sizes of Anode Bags*

*Air Drying Plastisol*

*Belke Replaceable Tip Components*

*Barrel Danglers*

*Individual “Hexies” Floating Bath Blankets*

*Castings*

*Masking Caps and Plugs*

*Masking Tapes*

*Hooks and Wire Forms*

*ARC Magnets "attract" attention*

These powerful magnets allow you to safely retrieve steel parts from plating tanks and barrels.

Each unit is a standard 4" overall length and coated with acid resistant Plastisol.

- Three magnet unit with wheels, 2" spacing, 13/16" overall width at points.
- Two magnets with 2½" spacing, 8" overall width at points.
- Single magnet, 3½" overall width at points.

- 3 Sizes with or Without Wheels

*Tank Magnets*
ASSOCIATED RACK CORPORATION
“Designing and Manufacturing Fixtures for the Surface Finishing Industry”
Product Line Sheet

CUSTOM TOOLING and FABRICATION
Plating Racks (Plastic and Metal Substrates)
Printed Circuit Racks
Powder Coating Racks
E Coating Racks
Anodizing Racks
Plating Barrels
Processing Baskets
Material Handling Baskets
Material Handling Carts
Flight Bars
Conforming and Auxiliary Anodes
ALL METAL FABRICATION

PRODUCTS
Air Drying PVC Coating and Rack Patch
Air Line Weights
Anodes
Anode Baskets, Titanium
Anode Bags
Anode and Cathode Supports
Barrel Clamps
Barrel Danglers
Belke Products
Buss Bars and Connectors
Cathode Bar Cam Locks
Casting
Clamps, Non Metallic
Conveyor Accessories
Cooling Coils
Fasteners (Titanium, Monel, etc.)
Flexible Cables and Lugs
Heaters and Heating Coils
Heat Treat Fixtures
Iridium Oxide Coating
Masking Supplies
MI Caps
Plastisol (PVC) Coating
Platers Tape
Platinum Plated Titanium and Niobium
Slim-Line Chemical Filter Systems
Spark Testers
Specialty Coating (Halar, Teflon)
Spin Drying Baskets
Stop Off Lacquers
Tank Liners
Tank Magnets
Thumb Screws
Titanium Products
Wire Forming

615 288-4204
arcracks@associatedrack.com
www.associatedrack.com
ASSOCIATED RACK CORPORATION

ARC

Serving the Universe from 8 manufacturing locations

Able Rack Company
6800 N. Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63147
314 383-5225
ablerack@associatedrack.com

American Rack/Belke Mfg. Company
5810 Northwest Highway
Chicago, IL 60631
773 763-7309
americanrack@associatedrack.com

American Rack - Grand Rapids
4910 Kraft Ave. SE
Cascade Township, MI 49512
616 554-6004
americanrackGR@associatedrack.com

Southeastern Rack Company
1245 16th Street
Vero Beach, FL 32960
772 567-2262
serackfl@associatedrack.com

Southeastern/National Rack Company
3976 US Highway 64-74A
Rutherfordton, NC 28169
828 286-9740
seracknc@associatedrack.com

Southwestern Rack Company
1401 Royal Parkway Suite A
Euless, TX 76040
817 540-3800
swrack@associatedrack.com

Universal Rack Company
70 Athens Drive
Mount Juliet, TN 37122
615 754-6660
universalarck@associatedrack.com

West Coast Custom Fabricators
2990 E. ML King Jr. Blvd.
Lynwood, CA 90262
310 639-7371
wccf@associatedrack.com

Corporate Office
Associated Rack Corporation
70 Athens Drive
Mount Juliet, TN 37122
615 288-4204
arcracks@associatedrack.com

WWW.ASSOCIATEDRACK.COM